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Abstract: We study the problem of business model mining and prediction in the e-commerce context. Unlike most
existing approaches where this is typically formulated as a regression problem or a time-series prediction problem,
we take a diﬀerent formulation to this problem by noting that these existing approaches fail to consider the potential
relationships both among the consumers (consumer inﬂuence) and among the shops (competitions or collaborations).
Taking this observation into consideration, we propose a new method for e-commerce business model mining and
prediction, called EBMM, which combines regression with community analysis. The challenge is that the links in
the network are typically not directly observed, which is addressed by applying information diﬀusion theory through
the consumer-shop network. Extensive evaluations using Alibaba Group e-commerce data demonstrate the promise
and superiority of EBMM to the state-of-the-art methods in terms of business model mining and prediction.
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1 Introduction
Social behavior mining and prediction is concerned with discovering the relationship between
typically a huge number of users and their corresponding social events along a timeline so that
we can predict the future patterns of the social
events. In this paper, we focus on a speciﬁc but
very popular scenario of social behavior mining and
prediction that has substantial impacts on business
applications—business model mining and prediction
from online sales data. With the rapid development
of electronic commerce in recent years, there is a
strong need and necessity to discover and predict
the diﬀerent business models for the large number
of e-commerce shops in the Internet so that an e‡
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commerce corporation that houses these shops (such
as Alibaba Group) or the public investors may identify those shops with a good business model for future investment. Note that, in general, there are a
number of variables to describe a business model for
a business enterprise including the sales volume, revenues, and inventory consumption rate. However,
from the perspective of the e-commerce corporation
that houses these shops, there is only data for a part
of the variables available as the data for the rest of
the variables is not visible to the corporation. Consequently, in this paper, we study the special case
of the business model mining and prediction problem for e-commerce shops—mining and predicting a
shop’s sales pattern. Note that we focus on the speciﬁc variable of sales of a shop as this is the only
variable to describe the shop’s business model that
has the data available to the e-commerce corporation
housing the shop. This is a non-trivial problem as
accurately mining and predicting a shop’s sales pattern depends upon not only the history sales data of
the shop, but, more importantly, many other factors
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such as the relationships between this shop and its
peers (e.g., competition relationships) and relationships among the consumers of this shop. It is not
as simple and trivial as a regression or time-series
prediction from the shop’s history data.
In the literature, the problem of mining and predicting business models for a business entity such as
an e-commerce shop is typically solved through regression. However, all the existing approaches assume that the business entity in question is independent. In reality, however, this assumption is always
violated as there always exist relationships between
this business entity and its peers in the market (e.g.,
competition relationships). We argue that capturing these relationships among the business entities in
the market (especially for those conducting similar
business activities such as selling similar products)
is essential in more accurately mining and predicting the business models. This is particularly true
in the scenario of e-commerce where there are many
shops competing each other in selling similar products or products with similar functions. The reason
why the independence assumption is always used in
the existing methods is that the relationships among
the shops are typically not observed. Further, the
relationships among the consumers are not observed
either. These facts pose great challenges to the problem and add great complexity to the potential solutions to be developed to solve the problem with the
consideration of these facts.
We also note that though information diﬀusion
theory has been used in many areas, it is used only in
the related literature to solve the problem in regression when the relationships are known among the
entities (Bonchi et al., 2011; Tsur and Rappoport,
2012). Here, since the relationships are not observed,
this also poses a challenge to applying information
diﬀusion theory to solve the problem.
Based on this observation, we propose a new
method that combines consumer inﬂuence analysis
and shop relationship mining with the regression using information diﬀusion theory as an eﬀective solution to this problem. We call this new method
EBMM. We highlight the contributions of this study
as follows:
1. This is the ﬁrst eﬀort on e-commerce business model mining and prediction with the unobserved potential relationships among the consumers
and among the shops in the market.
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2. We develop an eﬀective optimal solution,
EBMM, to business model mining and prediction
combining information diﬀusion theory with community analysis.
3. We demonstrate the eﬀectiveness and promise
of EBMM in the real-world business model prediction application through extensive evaluations in
comparison with the state-of-the-art methods.
4. We show the eﬀectiveness and promise of
EBMM in the real-world consumer inﬂuence mining
application.

2 Data modeling in e-commerce business
To show the promising performance of EBMM
in the actual industrial applications, we identify a
speciﬁc scenario in e-commerce business in collaboration with Alibaba Group, which is a leading ecommerce company in the world and provides us
with real and huge online transaction data after
anonymization.
2.1 Data collection
There are thousands of shops and millions of
consumers as well as billions of commercial items
traded everyday in the Internet through Alibaba
Group with over 6 TB data generated everyday. To
show the power of EBMM, we speciﬁcally select a
particular type of commercial item, women’s fashion clothes, for this study. Moreover, to conduct
an extensive evaluation, we randomly select a small
portion of the sales data generated within one year
(2012), involving over 16 millions of consumers.
In the business operation for the shops housed
by Alibaba, it is typical that one shop sells only one
type of commercial item. This is particularly true
for the data we have collected for women’s clothes
sales where there is a one-to-one mapping between
a speciﬁc shop and the corresponding speciﬁc fashion type of women’s clothes. To further study the
business activities of those signiﬁcant shops, we focus on the ﬁve most popular commercial item categories of woman fashion clothes in 2012, i.e., onepiece dress, T-shirt, chiﬀon shirt, blouse, and sleeveless shirt, with their sales volumes and amounts for
20 continuous weeks in the timeline of 2012, and deﬁne those signiﬁcant shops as those with their total
sales volume of the clothes over 1000 pieces or higher.
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In addition, we collect all the consumers who have
bought the clothes from these shops. Fig. 1a describes the collected data represented as the general
relational data (Long et al., 2007). The resulting
ﬁve relational datasets corresponding to the ﬁve categories of women’s clothes sold in the time domain
are used in our evaluation.
Shop
Sales

Shop

Information
diffusion
network of
consumers
Consumer

Attributes
Shop

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 Data model for the e-commerce business: (a)
original data model; (b) EBMM data model

2.2 Data processing
Before we develop the EBMM framework, it is
important to preprocess the data to fully capture the
inﬂuence relationships among the shops, among the
consumers, and between the shops and consumers.
The preprocessing is conducted to capture two speciﬁc observations from the data.
First, note that there exist relationships among
the shops, in particular, the competition and/or the
collaboration relationships for the shops that sell
clothes of the same category. To simplify the capturing of this type of relationship, for each shop we
identify its 10 most similar shops from all its peer
shops, where the similarity is deﬁned through key
word matching from the names of the clothes sold by
the shops. We call these similar shops the ‘related’
shops. Second, given the huge number of consumers,
it is extremely expensive to compute their potentially possible pairwise relationships. Further, this
would make the information diﬀusion network very
sparse. On the other hand, individual consumers
may have their individual shopping behaviors, resulting in a strong noise in the information diﬀusion
network. To focus on the typically representative
shopping behavior of the consumers, we pick up the
100 000 consumers who have the strongest spending
powers and apply k-means to their attribute space to
generate 500 consumer clusters as the consumer representatives. In the rest of the paper, the word ‘consumer’ refers to a consumer cluster and the attributes
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of a consumer are the corresponding attributes of the
center of the consumer cluster. Consequently, the information diﬀusion network is developed using these
500 consumers, with the simpliﬁed data representation shown in Fig. 1b.

3 Framework
In this section, we ﬁrst make a problem statement to give a clear deﬁnition about what exactly
the problem is. We then propose the EBMM framework combining consumer relationship analysis and
shop relationship analysis with information diﬀusion
theory, which is achieved as an iterative optimization
method.
We begin with deﬁning the notations used in
this paper. Lowercase letters are used to represent
the scalars. Capital boldface letters are used to represent the matrices and lowercase boldface letters the
vectors. Denote {xm } as the set of vectors with xm
representing the mth element in the set.
3.1 Problem statement
Assume that we are given a collection of data
about N diﬀerent shops and M diﬀerent consumers.
The unit in the timeline is day. The sales of the nth
shop in T consecutive days are represented as a set
T
∈
of vectors {yn }N
n=1 , yn = (yn,1 , yn,2 , . . . , yn,T )
T ×1
R
. In addition, we collect the time information
of transactions for the shops. For example, τ (i, n)
denotes the time at which the ith consumer makes
transactions with the nth shop. To represent the
relationships among the shops, for the nth shop, we
collect the set of its related shops as Nb(n).
After the collection of the transaction data between the shops and the consumers, we have the
following two features to describe the shops:
Deﬁnition 1 (Internal inﬂuence factor) The internal inﬂuence factor is the attribute to describe the
consumers inﬂuence in a shop. We denote the internal inﬂuence factor of the nth shop on the tth day
2
as an,t ∈ RM ×1 . Speciﬁcally, for the ith and jth
consumers, if they make transactions with the nth
shop in between the (t − tr )th and tth days while the
time interval of the transactions between the ith and
jth consumers is no more than Δt days, we set the
((i − 1)M + j)th element of an,t to 1. Otherwise, we
set this element to 0.
Deﬁnition 2 (External inﬂuence factor) The
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external inﬂuence factor is the attribute to describe
the consumer inﬂuence among the shops. We denote the external inﬂuence factor of the nth shop on
2
the tth day as bn,t ∈ RM ×1 . Speciﬁcally, for the
ith and jth consumers, if the jth consumer makes
transactions with the nth shop and the ith consumer
makes transactions with the n th shop (the related
shop of the nth shop) in between the (t − tr )th and
tth days, while the time interval of the transactions
between the ith and jth consumers is no more than
Δt days, set the ((i − 1)M + j)th element of bn,t to
1. Otherwise, set this element to 0.
The detailed formulations of the internal inﬂuence factor and external inﬂuence factor are described as follows:
an,t ((i − 1)M + j)
⎧
⎨ 1, τ (i, n), τ (j, n) ∈ [t − tr , t],
=
τ (j, n) − τ (i, n) ∈ (0, Δt],
⎩
0, otherwise,
bn,t ((i − 1)M + j)
⎧

⎨ 1, τ (i, n ), τ (j, n) ∈ [t − tr , t],
=
τ (j, n) − τ (i, n ) ∈ (0, Δt],
⎩
0, otherwise.

(1)

(2)

Unlike the traditional approaches using the
static features (e.g., the production’s titles or prices)
to describe the shops, the above two features can be
used to capture the shops’ dynamic sales behavior
in the whole time domain under the inﬂuence of the
consumers.
Consequently, the problem we investigate in this
study is that given a dataset consisting of N shops
and their features {an,t } and {bn,t }, predict the
shops’ business model and discover the latent inﬂuence model among the consumers. Table 1 summarizes the deﬁnitions of the symbols used in this
paper.
3.2 Overall approach
To predict the shops’ business model, it is important to establish a mapping from the shops’ features to the shops’ sales. However, there are two issues to consider in the real transaction data: (1) The
sales volume of a shop may typically experience an
unpredictable behavior with a large ﬂuctuation for a
certain period of time and a smooth volume for another period of time; (2) Due to the typical competi-
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Table 1 Detailed description of the variables
Variable

Description

N
M
T
yn,t
τ (i, n)
Nb(n)
tr
Δt
an,t
bn,t
xn,t
zn,t
un,t
K
pn,k

Number of shops
Number of consumers
Number of days
Sales of the nth shop in the tth day
Time of the transactions
The set of the related shops
Time interval
Maximum inﬂuence duration
Internal inﬂuence factor
External inﬂuence factor
True part of the sales
Noise part of the sales
Auxiliary variable
Number of clusters in the shops
Probability of the shop belonging to the
cluster
Internal regression vector
External regression vector
Constraint weight of the true part
Constraint weight of the noise part
Penalty parameter

wk
vk
λ1
λ2
ρ

tion and cooperation relationships among the shops,
the independence assumption is invalid (Myers and
Leskovec, 2012).
To address the ﬁrst issue, we split the sales volume of a shop into two parts, true part and noise
part, with the true part exhibiting a smooth development according to a certain distribution over
the time and the noise part collecting all the unpredictable ﬂuctuations over the time. Consequently,
we take separate regressions to these two parts with
diﬀerent constraints, as opposed to taking the whole
sales volume as one regression. To address the second issue, we assume that there exists the clustering
structure in the shops and use the mixtures of the
linear regression model to predict the true part and
noise part of the sales, separately. With these two
techniques, an overall solution is developed to solve
the following target function:
 T
N


min
loss(xn,t , an,t , {wk })
n=1

+

T


t=1

loss(zn,t , bn,t , {vk })

t=1

+λ1

T


|xn,t − xn,t−1 | + λ2

t=2

s.t. yn,t = xn,t + zn,t ,

T



|zn,t |

t=1

(3)

where xn,t and zn,t denote the true part and noise
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part of the nth shop in the tth day, respectively,
and {wk } and {vk } denote the sets of internal and
external regression vectors, respectively, with the
detailed deﬁnitions given in Eq. (4). The item
T
t=2 |xn,t − xn,t−1 | is the constraint for smoothing
the true part of the nth shop’s sales. It is used in
fused lasso for regularization (Tibshirani et al., 2005;
Friedman et al., 2007). The loss function loss(·), represented as the mixtures of the linear regression, establishes the mapping from the shops’ features to the
shops’ sales. The speciﬁc deﬁnition of this function
is described as follows:
1
loss(x, c, {hk }) =
2
s.t.

K


x−

K
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steps, sales splitting and regression learning.
3.3.1 Sales splitting
Given variables {wk }, {vk }, and {pn,k }, we aim
to split the sales in the nth shop in the tth day, yn,t ,
into true part xn,t and noise part zn,t . Now the
target function in Eq. (3) is represented as
min f ({xn,t }) + g ({zn,t })
s.t. yn,t = xn,t + zn,t ,

(5)

where f (·) and g(·) are the functions to constrain
{xn,t } and {zn,t }, respectively.

2

px,k hT
kc

k=1

px,k = 1, px,k > 0,

(4)

k=1

where c and x denote the predictor variables (features) and the response variables, respectively, px,k
denotes the probability of the sample belonging to
the kth cluster, and hk denotes the regression vector of the kth cluster. Fig. 2 shows an exemplary
scenario for the process of making the prediction.

The target function in Eq. (5), described as
the combination of one fused lasso and one common
lasso subject to the linear constraints, is diﬃcult to
solve in general. Therefore, we solve the problem
using an ADMM (alternating directions method of
multipliers) algorithm (Boyd et al., 2011). Eq. (5)
can be rewritten as the form of a scaled augmented
Lagrangian:
Lρ = f ({xn,t }) + g({zn,t })
ρ
+
(xn,t + zn,t − yn,t + un,t )2 ,
2 n,t

3.3 Algorithm development
The speciﬁc algorithm development of the
EBMM framework is based on the considerations of
incorporating the strategies to address the two issues
in the literature through iteratively alternating two

(6)

where {un,t } are the auxiliary variables and ρ is the
penalty parameter. Speciﬁcally, the optimal solution corresponding to Eq. (6) is achieved by iterating

Sales
Sales curve
t

Shop A

Label of the tth day
Consumers

t

Time

Internal influence
External influence

Shop B

Sales of A in the tth day

(a)

tr
Internal influence factors

Δtr

Time

The process of prediction in sales

aA,t=[1,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0]
External influence factors
bA,t=[0,0,0,0,1,1,1,0,0]

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2 An example of predicting the business model: (a) illustration of the business process in shops A and
B; (b) the internal inﬂuence factor and external inﬂuence factor of shop A on the t th day; (c) formulation of
prediction in shop A’s sales
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three steps. At the lth iteration, they are as follows:

Further, we simplify the above equation as
T

{xn,t }l+1 ← arg min f ({xn,t })

min

x

+

ρ
2

n,t
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l
xn,t + zn,t
− yn,t + uln,t

2



K

1 
pn,k vkT bn,t
ρ+1
k=1
ρ
l
+
yn,t − xl+1
n,t − un,t .
ρ+1

, (7)

s.t. ẑn,t =

{zn,t }l+1 ← arg min g({zn,t })
z

+

ρ  l+1
x
+ zn,t − yn,t + uln,t
2 n,t n,t


2
, (8)

{un,t }l+1 ← {un,t }l
+ ({xn,t }l+1 + {zn,t }l+1 − {yn,t }).

(9)

We now give the detailed description of the
ADMM algorithm:
1. Initialize the variables: xn,t = yn,t , zn,t = 0,
un,t = 0 for l = 0.
2. Select the parameters: λ1 , λ2 , and ρ.
3. For l = 1, 2, . . . until convergence:
3.1. For the nth shop, update {xn,t }l+1 as the
minimizer of
T


lossw (xn,t , an,t ) + λ1

t=1

+

T


|xn,t − xn,t−1 |
2

.

(10)

T

min

T

λ1 
1
2
(xn,t − x̂n,t ) +
|xn,t − xn,t−1 |
2 t=1
ρ + 1 t=2
K

1 
pn,k wkT an,t
ρ+1
k=1
ρ
l
yn,t − zn,t
+
− uln,t .
ρ+1

s.t. x̂n,t =

(11)

In Eq. (11) the optimal target is to solve the
problem of fused lasso. Therefore, we obtain the solution to {xn,t }l+1 by using the path algorithm (Hoeﬂing, 2010).
3.2. For the nth shop, update {zn,t }l+1 as the
minimizer of
T

t=1

+

l+1
l+1
l
3.3. Update ul+1
n,t as un,t + ρ xn,t + zn,t − yn,t
for the nth shop in the tth day.

3.3.2 Regression learning
Given {xn,t } and {zn,t }, we aim to discover the
shops’ membership {pn,k } and build the mappings
{wk } and {vk }. Now the target function in Eq. (3)
is represented as follows:

lossv (zn,t , bn,t ) + λ2

T


|zn,t |

t=1

ρ  l+1
+ zn,t − yn,t + uln,t
x
2 n,t n,t

min

N 
T


lossw (xn,t , an,t )+

n=1 t=1

Further, we simplify the above equation as

2

.

(12)

(13)

In Eq. (13) the optimal target is to solve the
problem of lasso. Therefore, we obtain the analytical
solution to {zn,t }l+1 by using the soft-thresholded
function (Donoho and Johnstone, 1995):


λ2
l+1
.
(14)
zn,t = sign(ẑn,t ) |ẑn,t | −
ρ+1 +

t=2

ρ
l
xn,t + zn,t
− yn,t + uln,t
2 n,t

T

λ2 
1
2
(zn,t − ẑn,t ) +
|zn,t |
2 t=1
ρ + 1 t=1

N 
T


lossv (zn,t , bn,t ).

n=1 t=1

(15)
Considering the target function in Eq. (15), the
optimal solution is achieved by iterating the following two steps:
1. Updating {wk } and {vk }, given {pn,k }
Since Eq. (15) is the combination of two mixtures of linear regression, we obtain the optimal solutions to {wk } and {vk } by solving the following
two linear equations:
T


T
AT
t Pk Pk At

wk =

t=1
T


T


T
AT
t Pk Pk xt ,

(16)

BtT PkT Pk zt ,

(17)

t=1

BtT PkT Pk Bt

vk =

t=1

T

t=1

2

where At , Bt ∈ RN ×M with the nth row of At and
T
N ×1
Bt being aT
n,t and bn,t , respectively, xt , zt ∈ R
with the nth element of xt and zt being xn,t and
zn,t , respectively, and Pk ∈ RN ×N is the diagonal
matrix with the element of Pk at the nth row and
nth column being pn,k .
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2. Updating {pn,k } given {wk } and {vk }
Since using the traditional linear programming
method to compute P is complex, we obtain the
optimal solution to {pn,k } by solving the following
simple equation:


T
2
t=1 exp −k,n,t
,

pn,k = 
(18)
K T
2
k=1
t=1 exp −k,n,t
where k,n,t = wkT an,t + vkT bn,t − yn,t .
The shops’ memberships in the testing set are
obtained through their related shops, and the shops’
sales are predicted by the following equation:
yn,t =

K


pn,k wkT an,t

k=1

s.t. pn,k =

+

K


pn,k vkT bn,t

(19)

k=1

1 
pn ,k ,
|n |

n∈n



n = Nb(n) ∩ TrainingSet.
Now the EBMM algorithm is described in detail
in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 EBMM
1: Input: the shops’ features {an,t }, {bn,t } and the

shops’ sales {yn,t }.
2: Output: the shops’ true part {xn,t } and noise part

3:
4:

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

{zn,t }, the regression vectors {wk } and {vk }, and
the shops’ memberships {pn,k }.
loop
Sales splitting:
Use the ADMM algorithm to obtain the optimal
solution of {xn,t } and {zn,t }
Regression learning:
loop
Use Eqs. (16) and (17) to obtain the optimal
solution of {wk } and {vk }, respectively
Use Eq. (18) to obtain the optimal solution of
{pn,k }
end loop
end loop
Predict the shops’ sales in the testing set

4 Experiments
In this section, we report the extensive evaluations using the datasets in the real e-commerce applications discussed in Section 2. The experiments are
composed of two parts: business model prediction
and consumer inﬂuence investigation.
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4.1 Business model prediction
We ﬁrst give a brief introduction to the competing methods used in the business model prediction
evaluations. The competing models studied in this
work are:
1. Traditional regression learning (TRL): For
the nth shop in the tth day, this approach seeks a
uniform mapping to predict the sales yn,t based on
features an,t and bn,t .
2. Time series analysis (TSA) (Box, 2008): For
the nth shop in the tth day, this approach seeks a
uniform mapping to predict the sales yn,t based on
historical sales {yn ,t }, n ∈ n ∪ Nb(n), t ∈ [t − tr, t].
3. Linear inﬂuence model (LIM) (Yang and
Leskovec, 2010): For the nth shop in the tth day,
this approach seeks a uniform mapping to predict
sales yn,t based on the inﬂuence functions of the related consumers within a certain time interval.
In this work, we consider the ﬁrst two models
as the baseline ones. In addition, we give the deﬁnition of accuracy for the evaluations of the prediction
quality of an approach in the experiments:

1
Score (
yn,t , yn,t ) ,
Ntest Ttest n=1 t=1
⎧
yn,t − yn,t |
⎪
⎨ 1, |
≤ thd,
yn,t
Score (
yn,t , yn,t ) =
⎪
⎩ 0,
otherwise,

accuracy =

where Ntest and Ttest are the numbers of shops and
days in the testing set, respectively, and thd is set
to 0.2 in the experiments. Further, to facilitate a
systematic evaluation, we partition a dataset into
diﬀerent training sets and testing sets with diﬀerent
testing ratios. For example, the 20% testing ratio
means that 20% of the samples of the dataset are
used as the testing dataset and the remaining samples are used as the training set. We have tried
diﬀerent parameter values and found that EBMM is
not sensitive to these diﬀerent parameter values. In
the experiments, we set tr = 7, Δt = 2, λ1 = 50,
λ2 = 100, ρ = 1, K = 4, M = 500, and N = 10 024.
To compare EBMM and the competing models, we predict these models for the ﬁve datasets described in Section 2. Fig. 3 shows the accuracy of using the four models for these ﬁve datasets with diﬀerent testing ratios. The accuracy of EBMM is about
0.81 on average and the performance of EBMM is
about 14.6% better than that of TSA on average
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and about 25.2% better than that of LIM on average for the ﬁve datasets. In particular, the accuracy
of EBMM is much higher than those of the others
in the dataset of blouse. The accuracy of TRL is
always the lowest with a large margin to even the
next best method. This indicates that traditional
regression completely fails in accurately predicting a
business model. The second best method is the timeseries prediction method. In this evaluation, it is also
clear that the time-series approaches do not work as
they fail to consider the consumer relationship information and the shops’ relationship information,
which turns out essential for giving an accurate prediction for an e-commerce business model according
to this evaluation. Further, when the testing ratio increases from 10% to 60%, the performances of all the
methods approximately remain stable for all the ﬁve
datasets. However, when the testing ratio increases
from 70% to 90%, EBMM has greater stability than
the other methods. This indicates that EBMM can
use a much smaller amount of sample data to achieve
a more accurate prediction for a large-scale dataset.
While Fig. 3 demonstrates the overall systematic evaluations for EBMM’s superiority to the existing methods, we further show EBMM’s superiority
with ﬁve prediction examples from ﬁve individual
shops’ sales randomly selected from the dataset in
Fig. 4, where we use the ﬁrst 8 weeks’ data as the
history and the next 12 weeks’ data as the ground
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truth. For comparison, predictions are made using
three models—since TRL always achieves the worst
performance in the systematic evaluation, we drop
it here. Clearly, EBMM’s prediction is very close to
the ground truth, while LIM and TSA fail in making reasonable predictions, further indicating that
simple regressions or conventional time-series predictions do not work at all.
To further show the robustness and superiority
of EBMM and justify the rationale why we split the
sales volume into two parts and take separate regressions, we report the prediction accuracy of these
four methods in Fig. 5 for a period of time during
which large ﬂuctuations have occurred. Although
these four methods have overall relatively poor performances compared with those for the whole timeline reported in Fig. 3, the accuracy of EBMM is still
about 80% better than that of TSA on average and
about 90% better than that of LIM on average, with
TRL completely failing. This evaluation shows that
EBMM has strong robustness even for data with a
large unpredictability. The noise part of the shops’
sales {zn,t } reﬂects the sales’ ﬂuctuation very well.
4.2 Consumer shopping inﬂuence investigation
While e-commerce business model prediction is
an important goal of this study, knowledge discovery from the e-commerce data is also an important

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

Fig. 3 Accuracy of sales prediction using four models for ﬁve diﬀerent datasets: (a) one-piece dress; (b)
T-shirt; (c) chiﬀon shirt; (d) blouse; (e) sleeveless shirt
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Fig. 5 Accuracy of sales prediction using four models
for a period of time during which large ﬂuctuations
occur

goal for business model mining. Speciﬁcally, we are
interested in inﬂuence propagation for the consumer
shopping patterns in the consumer networks. To
achieve this goal, we ﬁrst partition the consumers
into Kc clusters through k-means as it is considered
that there are common shopping patterns for groups
of the consumers. We call each such consumer cluster a community with the set of consumers in the
ith community denoted as Ci , i = 1, 2, . . . , Kc . To
appropriately measure the shopping inﬂuence of one
consumer community to another, we explicitly deﬁne
the metric InﬂuencePowerki,j as the inﬂuence power
from consumer community i to consumer community
j at the kth regression:
InﬂuencePowerki,j =

1
|Ci | · |Cj |

s.t. m ∈ Ci , m ∈ Cj ,



k
wm,m
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where |Ci | denotes the number of consumers in the
k

ith community and wm,m
 the ((m − 1)M + m )th
element of wk .
Since we have no prior knowledge about Kc ,
the number of consumer communities, we have exhaustively tried all the diﬀerent values of Kc and
have found that when Kc = 9 the resulting communities have the best physical interpretations for the
consumer shopping behavior. Speciﬁcally, we deﬁne
the diﬀerent and speciﬁc consumer communities in
terms of their speciﬁc shopping preferences (Table 2).
Furthermore, to visualize the consumer communities
and the inﬂuence among them in a two-dimensional
(2D) space, we collect data with two pieces of statistical information (i.e., the young/senior ratio and
man/woman ratio in the communities) to help visualize the mining results in this 2D space. In the rest
of this experiment, we always set Kc = 9.
To graphically best describe the mined inﬂuence
power among the consumer communities under different circumstances, we map and embed the mined
inﬂuence power data into a 2D space with the ﬁrst dimension being the attribute ‘age’ and the second dimension the attribute ‘sex’. While the age attribute
is a continuous variable running from young age to
senior age with a speciﬁc value indicating the average age of all the consumers in a community, the sex
attribute is also a continuous variable running from
man (with a coordinate value 0) to woman (with a
coordinate value 1) with a speciﬁc value indicating
the ratio of the number of female consumers to the
total number of consumers in a community (e.g., the
middle point in this dimension means that the ratio
of female consumers to male consumers in a community is 1:1).
Table 2 The detailed description of the consumer
communities
Community
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Consumer preferences
Snack, cosmetics, women’s shoes
Children’s clothes, women’s shoes, men’s shoes,
men’s clothes
Online game, virtual community, young woman
All the commodities except luxury
Children’s clothes, cosmetics, car services,
phone, sport equipment
Online game, virtual community, young man
Milk powder, travel services, cosmetics, phone
Children’s clothes, milk powder, travel services,
cosmetics, phone
Travel services, car services, jewelry
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Figs. 6 and 7 show the detailed and speciﬁc
mining results for the inﬂuence power propagation
from one consumer community to another in the ﬁve
datasets.
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Fig. 7 Inﬂuence power mining among the consumer
communities in blouse (a) and sleeveless shirt (b)
datasets. References to color refer to the online version of this ﬁgure
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Fig. 6 Inﬂuence power mining among the consumer
communities in one-piece dress (a), T-shirt (b), and
chiﬀon shirt (c) datasets. References to color refer to
the online version of this ﬁgure

Here a circled node denotes a speciﬁc consumer
community with the symbol inside the node corresponding to the community deﬁned in Table 2. The
red arrow means a positive inﬂuence; e.g., a red arrow from consumer community A to consumer community I means that if consumers in community A
have bought the merchandise of the corresponding
dataset at this time unit, it is likely that consumers
in community I will buy the same merchandise at the
next time unit. The green arrow means a negative
inﬂuence; e.g., a green arrow from consumer community B to consumer community G means that if
consumers in community B have bought the merchandise of the corresponding dataset at this time
unit, it is likely that consumers in community G will
not buy the same merchandise at the next time unit.
Since the consumer shopping inﬂuence of one consumer community on another can also include the
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scenario of self-inﬂuence within a consumer community, the shade of a circle in the ﬁgures represents
the strength of the community’s self-inﬂuence with a
darker shade for a stronger self-inﬂuence strength.
From the mining results in Figs. 6 and 7, we
have the following observations:
1. The nine consumer communities essentially
are almost evenly represented by diﬀerent consumers
with diﬀerent age groups and diﬀerent sex groups.
2. Diﬀerent consumer shopping inﬂuence patterns (including diﬀerent self-inﬂuence patterns) exist for diﬀerent merchandise items (e.g., overall consumers have more negative consumer shopping inﬂuence on each other than positive consumer shopping
inﬂuence on each other for T-shirts but have more
positive consumer shopping inﬂuence on each other
than negative consumer shopping inﬂuence on each
other for chiﬀon shirts).
3. More consumer shopping inﬂuence (either
positive or negative) exists within the same age group
or within the same sex group than across diﬀerent
age groups or across diﬀerent sex groups.
Since, to our best knowledge, this is the ﬁrst effort for this type of consumer inﬂuence mining, we do
not have a comparison evaluation with the literature.

5 Related work
In this section, two areas most related to this
study are reviewed.
5.1 Modeling information diﬀusion
In recent years, many approaches about predicting and mining the behaviors of users have been
proposed based on modeling information diﬀusion.
Most methods (Dholakia et al., 2004; Anagnostopoulos et al., 2008; Eagle et al., 2009; Tang et al., 2009;
Onnela and Reed-Tsochas, 2010) focus on the problem with a known structure of the network. Tsur
and Rappoport (2012) predicted the actions of social
media using various content and topology features.
Bhagat et al. (2012) identiﬁed the users with a strong
inﬂuence based on the experiences and opinions of
their friends. Bonchi et al. (2011) mined the business
applications by learning to combine the community
structure and the network dynamics. Saito et al.
(2011) proposed a probabilistic model based on the
observed diﬀusion data to make the prediction. Wu
et al. (2011) discovered the behavior patterns of the
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users by media communications research in Twitter.
Bakshy et al. (2011) studied the users’ actions based
on a family of hypothetical marketing strategies.
Cha et al. (2010) developed three diﬀerent evaluation measures to learn the users’ shopping inﬂuence.
Some other methods focus on the problem with a
network of unobserved links. Gomez-Rodriguez et al.
(2010) developed a generative model of cascades to
trace the paths of users. They later extended this
work using convex optimization (Gomez-Rodriguez
and Schölkopf, 2012). Duong et al. (2011) solved the
problem by building a history-dependent graphical
multiagent model. Yang and Leskovec (2010) considered users to have the inﬂuence functions, which
decide the variations of the events in a future time.
Zhang et al. (2003) applied the correlation analysis
to develop a method to discover the links of a network in the application of money laundering crime
discovery. Cui et al. (2013) predicted the cascading
outbreaks of information diﬀusion by optimizing the
variation of logistic regression.
5.2 Mining the users’ behavior of social networks
In the ﬁeld of social network analysis, the research about predicting the users’ behavior based
on various assumptions of users’ situations has generated a large body of the literature. Guille et al.
(2013) gave the detailed introduction about information diﬀusion in a social network. Romero et al.
(2011) considered every user or website for its ‘inﬂuence’ and ‘passivity’ scores in a social network and
then combined the known network structure to discover the activities of users. Myers and Leskovec
(2012) considered the relationships of ‘cooperation’
and ‘competition’ among the contagions and developed a statistical model to predict the actions of
contagions. In their another work (Myers et al.,
2012), they also considered that the actions of users
are inﬂuenced by both internal and external exposures. Anagnostopoulos et al. (2011) assumed that
in the users’ information diﬀusion, there exist authority users who have higher powers to inﬂuence
others. Bakshy et al. (2012) mined the users’ behaviors based on learning two interactions among the
users: strong ties and weak ties. Bernstein et al.
(2013) developed an approach that has the ability to
discover the behavior of invisible users in the largescale log data.
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In the context of business model mining and
prediction, the existing literature fails to consider
the complete relationships among the consumers and
among the shops simultaneously. This work stands
out by solving this problem through an optimization
model using information diﬀusion theory.

6 Conclusions
We have studied the problem of business model
mining and prediction in e-commerce applications.
The existing methods fail to consider the potential
relationships both among the consumers (consumer
inﬂuence) and among the shops (competitions or collaborations). Instead of formulating this as a regression or time-series problem, we formulate the
problem by combining regression with consumer inﬂuence analysis. We then propose a method for
e-commerce business model mining and prediction,
called EBMM. The challenge that the links in a network are typically not directly observed is addressed
by applying information diﬀusion theory through the
consumer–shop network in EBMM. Extensive evaluations using Alibaba Group e-commerce data have
demonstrated the superiority of EBMM over the
state-of-the-art methods.
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